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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable study and writing has been done in · regard 

to the work of the fingers in operating the typewriter. Fin

ger loads have been de t er.mined by counting and tabulating the 

letters of the alphabet that are most frequently used in ord

inary English writing . Tapping tests have been made in order 

to arrive at the amount of physical endurance of the eight 

fingers. 1 Counts of the sequence of letters have been made 

and studied to deter.mine the order in which the fingers were 

most used . 2 As a result of these researches, teaching methods 

and techniques were formulated and keyboards, different from 

the conventional one, were proposed . 3 Yet, little or nothing 

has been done as to the possibilities of utilizing the thumb . 

Statement of Problem 

I t appears that the little or fourth fingers are over

worked and thus beoome fatigued before the other fingers do . 

This is probably because they operate the shift keys in addi 

tion to striking their portion of the letter keys . The thumbs 

are strong and active and possibly can handle the work of 

1 R. E. Hoke, The Improvement of Speed~ Accuracy 
.!,g, Typewriting, ~ohn Hopkins Press , 1922, Studies in Edu
cation, Number 7, pp . 11- 23 . 

Edwin Riemer,! Revised Keyboard .£21: ~ Type,riter, 
Unpublished aster ' s Thesis, New York University, 1929 . 

2 ugust Dvorak, N. L. Merrick , W. L. Dealey, and G. C. 
Ford, Ty-pewriting Behavior, American Book Company, 1936 . 

3 Related studies are reviewed at the close of this 
chapter . 
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shifting .more effectively than the little fingers, if a 

shift key is placed in a convenient position 1nhioh is easily 

accesible to either thumb. Such a shifting device was oon

st:ructed and placed on a t.ypewri ter, which was used in this 

experiment. The shift key was located in a position below 

and m.idvmy betvJeen the ends of tho space bar, and between the 

spaoe bar and the protooting fram.e of the typewriter as s.hown 

in Figure I. 

In Hokets4 proposed key~oard, the shift key is placed 

m.id.vmy between the right and. left banks of keys in a v0rtioal 1 

space about an in,eh wide. This space is made possible by 

separating the right and left banks of keys. !J.lhe baok spacer 

key and t.he shift lock key are also located in this space, one 

above and one below the shift key; the shift key being in the 

middle of the v·ortioal space and bet·ween the other tvm keys, 

in approxiro.ately the same position as that of the letter uhn 

on the universal or present keyboard .. 

Although Hoke did not make a study of the shift, he 

realized as a result of his finger study, that the little fin-: 

gers should be relieved of the shifting. He assumed that ·the 

aforementioned pla.oe iNoUld be satisfactory and recornwended 

thGse other changes in the keyboard, suggesting.,!> 

(1) The interposing between the right and left ba.nks 
of keys of the shift look, shift, and baalt spacer keys, 
and ( 2) the placing of the margin and tabular keys 111 
the lower lrnrizontal row of !..:eys, one at either end •. , 

4 

Ibid, p .. 39, 40. 
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I n general , it may be said, first of all, that 
both these changes are made in an effort to make the 
keyboard arrangement. more coapact, thereby bringing 
a.11 keys ~ithin reach of the fingers without unnec
essary han movements . These keys are, for the .ru.ost 
part , usually so placed on the typewriter as to re
quire the operator to remove the fingers fro the 
letter keys . Further ore , the shift key , shift lock , 
usually lift either the carriage or the basket of keys . 
In either case , the operation of these keys requires 
far more force than the operation of the lotter keys . 
I t is felt , therefore , that these three keys should 
be placed in a central position as in Figure 3, so 
that they may be operated by the thumb or f i rst fin
ger r ather than by the fourth finger, whoee- .s t.rengt h1 
is scarcely adequate . 

Need tor the Study 

Because of the relatively heavy burden placed on the 

fourth fingers and the light responsibility of the thumbs , 

it appe rs tha t Hoke's suggestion to utilize the thumbs 

more fully in typewr1 ting is a reasonable one . The thumb , 

norm.ally rests toward the center of the space bar during 

the typewriting process . This is true irrespective of heth

er the typewriting is being done on the home row, on the 

third rou , or on the first row . Thus the thumb remains rel

atively stationary near the center of the space bar . 

study of the anato.my6 of the muscles of the .hands 

an wrists reveals that it is more difficult to move the 

hand upward and forward, as would have to be done to reach 

a shift key in the center of the keyboard , than it would be 

to move the hand directly downward to contact a key directly 

wider the thumbs . I f Hoke's suggestion of placing the shift 

key in the center of the keybo rd were followed out, this 

would result in a somewhat awkward situation. Because it is 

6 Henry Morris , Human Anatomy , pp . 1196-1202 . 
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easy to move the thumb downward without dislocating the 

other t'ingers during the typewriting process, it seems that 1 

the shift key would be more easily accessible to the thumb 

if it were plaoed below and .midway between the ends of the 

space bar . 

Butsch? measured the time of the letter stroke, space 

bar stroke, capital shift, and carriage return of 75 students 

and concluded that the thumb stroke is quicker than a finger 

stroke. The time of these motions were measured in milli

meters be~een imprints on paper moving through the type

writer at a uniform rate . 

Tabl e I shows the relative time of operating tho space 

bar stroke , capital shift , and carriage return as compared 

to the letter stroke of fifteen fasteot and fifteen slowest 

students . 

TABLE I . Median Time Ratios for Four Strokes, 15 
Fastebt and 15 Slowes t Stu ents (by Butsch} 

Letter Stroke Capital Carriage 
Speed Ratio Space Bar Shift Return 

Upper 1.5 33 .mm. 1 . 0 . 88 2. 9 7.2 

Median 43 mm. 1 . 0 . 80 3. 0 7.0 

Lower 1.5 61 mm~ 1 . 0 . b4 2.7 6. 3 

For the upper fifteen students, the median time of the 

space bar stroke was . 88 of that of the letter stroke. The 

7 R. L. C. Butsch, An Experimental Study .Q!. Progress 
in Typewriting, Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of 
Chicago, 1927 . 



tlme of the capital shift was 2.9 of that of the letter 

stroke and the carriage return was 7.2 of that of the let

ter stroke. The 'tape moved :;:; millimeters during the letter 

stroke; this being the median of the group. The tape moved 

farther for the lower group, indicating more time being r~-r 

quired to make the letter stroke. The spaee bar stroke 1..s 

faster than th~ letter stroke for both groups as shown by 

Table I. 

Thus, it appears tha.t the thumb is a strong, aotive, 

and independent digit8 and is capable of doing .more work than 

striking the space bar .• 

It is ,common knowledge that the small :t'inger.s are over

worked,. espeeially the left one. Dvorak discusses the work 

of these fingers. 9 .. 

If you oo.mpare the weaker little finger of the 
left hand with the stronger middle finger of the right' 
hand, you find 803 letter strokes plus heavy shifting 
key strokes all assigned to the weaker. but only 640 
strokes assigned to this stronger seoond finger. 

He points out further that the little fingers become 

fatigued before the other fingers do.10 

As you overview your fingers in a .study of their 
fatigue and. partial relaxation, do you discover a strik ... 
ing fact? Which finger is tiring rirst and whioh sel
dom tires? Do you watch, for instance, tor a. wealter 
typed imprint upon tl1e paper? Cl.ear-out curves are 
drawn by IUockenbcrg to show that your little, or :fou.rth, 
finger tires quickly. The next finger to tire is your 
third. 

8 Henry Morris, .2.la• cit., P• 3.58, 359, 362. 

9 Dvorak, Merrick, Dealey. Ford, .Ql?.• cit., p. 210, 211. 

10 ~' p. 404. 
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When the fourth fingers tire, it is obvious that they 

are not going to keep pace with the stronger first and sec

ond fingers. The tired fingers .may falter, lag, or possibly 1 

refuse to act at all . These effects .might be lessened if 

the fourth fingers could have more time for rest or relaxa

tion between strokes. I f these fingers are relieved of the 

burden of shifting, they may not beco e fatigued as soon or 

possibly not any sooner than other fingers . 

It is shown further that the little fingers are over

worked .. The data in Table II were taken tro.m. a studyll made 

preliminary to the one reported herewith . Every tenth exer

cise up to Exercise 80 of the Twentieth Century Typewriting 

text bookl2 was analyzed to determine the number of times 

that each character of the keyboard was struck and times that 

the shift was depressed when exercises were copied. These 

exercises are intended to give the typewriting students prac

tice on content of general English usage, excluding any unus

ual matter that might involve capitalization or special char

acters . 

11 R. G. Leh.man, f:!. Brief Scientific Study of~ Uni
versal~ Simplified Keyboards~ Regard 1£ the~ of 
~ Fingers of~ Hand~ Their Ability to Do This Work 
Effioiently ,Unpublished Study, Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Iechunical College, Stillwater, Oklallo.ma, 1940. 

12 D. D. Lessenberry and E. A. Jevon, Twentieth Century 
Typewriting , pp. 28, 48,. 67-69, 79, 80, 98, 101. 
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Seven Exeroioes Analyzed 

Totnl Sh. 4 ; 2 l l 2 3 4 Sh. fotal 

Ex. 10 
and 20 

2.52 8 36 44 70 ?4 90 48 6? 16 7 230 

:E:x. 40 
to 10 

1335 44 1?2 207 4.67 425 447 ?06 " .. 331 63 35 1082 

:i!;x. ,;o 

1505 ?2 220 2J2 .51.5 466 446 24? 318 71 25 ll09 

}0?2 )24 448 483 1052 98; 98:5 503 718 l..50 67 2421 

Li 572 Li 217 

T!us table is read as :f'ollo1ss:: In Exeroisos 10 and 20,- the 
le.ft band's total strokes were 252. The shift wnB de
pressed 8 ti:aes, the four~h little finger made ;.6 strokes, 
.the third .:finger 44. tho second finger 70, a.ml the first 
or index tin.gar 94. The oo.lw."lll for ea.oh fl.near io total,
ed. '.Che total strolces for the left band were 3092. The 
Shift plu.s J.i ttle ting,ar at:roke.s were. 572. 

By referenGe to Table II; it appears that the left little 

finger struck lotters 448 titnes fllld sldi"t 124 ti,nes, totaling 

5'12 i"or both us oot.1p6red. wi tll the :right li ttl.e finger which 

.struck letters 150 t.L"ies and shift sixty-seven tirr..es, tota.l

i.ug 217 tiiues. Thus, there is u difference of 3.55 strokes 

in these totals, indicating that tu@ lett little finger had u 

heuvior burden than tho right oue~ The left s;nall finger did 
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73 per cent of the strokes of these two fingers, inoluding 

the work of tb.e shift. and 6; per cent when not i11cluding the 

shi:ft. It does more work in strokes here than either of 

three other fingers.. Twenty-eight per cent of tho left f'in

ger 's strokes were shifting; whereas,. 4.5 per oent of the right 

finger's strokes were shifting. A higher peroentage of the 

rigl1t hand, s strokes are shifting because the left hand strikes 

more letters than the right.13 From these data,. it is evident 

that the left little finger, especially, has more than its 

share of work to do. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study ls to determine whether a. 

ohange in the location of the shift on the keyboard from the 

present location to a location imniediately below and .midway 

between. the ends of the spaee bar will .make possible an in

crease in the net stroking speed 01" high sohool pupils in be

ginning typewriting; thus indicating whether further experi

mentation of the thumb shift is feasible. 

The thumb shift is a shift key located in a middle posi

tion between the spaoe bar and the front proteoting frame of 

the typewrite?'. Thus, it is easily aooesible to either thumb 

and is operated meohanioally in a manner similar to that of the 

little finger shift. 

It relieves the little .fineers of any shifting and. :places 

this vmrk on the thumbs. Furt,her.more, it does not interfere 

13 Hoke, .2.ll• .£!.i•, .P. 29. 
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with the finger shifting mechanism .. This thumb shifting 

device was constructed and placed on a model typewriter, 

which was used in this experiment.14 See Figure I. 

Procedure and Materials 

9 

Preceding the experiment r_eported herein, a test was 

made to find whether the thumb shift, because of its loca

tion next to the space bar, would interfere with the spacing 

operation by persons who had previously learned typei.',Jl'i ting. 

The test was made as follows: St.rips of white paper were 

out to the exact length and width of the space bar. These 

were fastened on the bars with adhesive tape. The student 

then put a small amount of prin tel'' s ink on the thmn.b used 

in spacing. He was then told to type a few lines. Every 

time that he spaoed a dark spot was marked on the vi.1hi te strip 

of' paper which was fastened on the top of the space bar. By 

this mean~, the exact spot of str.iking the space bar oould 

be deter.mined,. Of twenty students wl10 had taken six months 

of typewriting., only one ti truoic the space bar in the .middle. 

All the others e:xcept one left-b.ande~ person, struck it on 

the right half of the bar; generally about tl1e ru.ddle o-f the 

right hal.f. The left-handed person strucl<: it on the left 

half of the bar. It was concluded .from. this teat that the 

thumb shift key would not interfere with the spacing proced

ure by the thumb. This study does not attor:1:pt to show where 

stude.nts strike the spaoe bur; however, the conclusions of 

14 The rights to this partieula1• invention are claimed 
by the writer. 
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the test encouraged the idea of plaoing the shift key in the 

position illustrated in Figure I. 

Then the following experiment was m.ade to test the ef-

1'eoti veness of the thu..-n.b shift. Twenty high school students, 

ten boys and ten girls who did not .knov, how to typewrite, were 

taken from the eighth, ninth, and tenth grades. The first 

twenty were selected ·who consented to practice thil'ty minutes 

a day eaob. at·noon hour or after the regular school session. 

The practice was under the supervision ot the investigatol'. 

They ,.-;iere taught on ordinary typewriters for two weeks or 

ten school days at approximately thirty .minutes a da.y, .making 

about five hours practice ea.oh. During the fi!"st halt of the 

course, they were taught tile letters of the keyboard and the 

propei- technique of striking the keys. During the last half' 

of the course, they learned to write the test copy, exoept 

for shifting, which was not taught or allowed to be praoticed. 

Their practice copy did not contain capital l.etters. Other

wise, it was the same as the oopy on ·whiob. they were finally 

tested. 

After they had finished the ten lessons, each was given 

the test,.15 on a typewriter equipped with both the thumb shift 

and the ordinury finger shift. Each student was tined on how 

long in minutes, it took to write the entire oopy. The first 

student was oarefully instructed orally by the tester on how 

to uoe the finger shit't, and then, including the time of in

struction, he was allowed ten minutes to become farnil1a1• with 

15 Test copy is shown on Plate I of the Appendix. 
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the f i nger shift . Immediately after this finger shifting 

test was finished , he was instructed how to use the thumb 

shift and a similar period allowed him to become familiar 

with the thumb shifting; then the test was repeated using 

the thumb shift . Opposite thumbs were used on the thunb 

shift in the same .manner as opposite fingers are used on 

the finger shift . The second student to take the test first 

began using the thumb for shifting and repeated the test, 

using the little finger on the shift . As each person had to 

take the same test twice , this alternating procedure of one 

person using the finger shift. fir st and the next person using 

the thumb shift first , made allowance for practice acquired 

as a result of writing the fir s t copy . The same material 

~as used on both the thumb and finger tests . The test for 

both thumb shifting and finger shifting required approxi

mately fifty .minutes . 

The test ias given to each student in a quiet room 

iith no distractions of any kind to obstruct his attention 

from the test . 11 students were given the same instructions, 

and with the exception of t wo students, each took the entire 

test at one sitting. A definite set of rules las made by 

which to check the test papers . See Plate I I in the Appendix. 

Construction £?.! the ~ - The test copy used in this 

experiment consists of the most frequently used beginnings 

and endings of words in general English usage as shown by 
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R .e t co.mbination .,16 He dete.1.. ned the frequency of use 

oft.he o, three, tour , and tive lette co bin tions ot 

t e 1., 000 ot ca .. only used · t rds . The teat copy . .s .made 

ot 91. 9 p r cent of Rowots t\vo lotter or - o stroke ooobi

n tiona beeinnin.r" r1lth apaee and 93 ._2 per cent or his t o 

letter or t, o .stroke co binatlo.na ending with spaoe . • we 

oo t.s esp oe s a lette or nt-rolt . The3e co inations 

are sbo n in r 1lk of trequ ney of use 1n Ti ble III. 

o or ot the te t oo .y · :) - 1d rroa a two 1 "t-t.er 

b nning n · a t ·o 1 . ttor ndir g (space boinG oounted Q a 

letter by Ra, ) ; d!Braph or o suoh as,. oa,. 

sn. le,, nc. it. {S e test oopy 1n th , ppendix> Pl.ate I) . 

or inst oe , :pa.,o~ !. has the highest f'reauenoy in Ro\ e's 

list or oe d 

s h the h1gheot troquenoy of 'the t letter oo bina-

tions en 1th sp ce. The ord de ho.:n this is ale . b -

ginning 1th an ~ and andin3 in an !.• The fir' t letto.r o" 

aoh ·or ~ a then begwi ith. a c· pit • 

tote t the tu enta ' ability too rate tho hi ts . ~ino 

!. has t~e uiN est frequency be unink, it is likely to be 

o pit llz.od more t.1 s than any lette .... or the lphab t in 

rit ig or o.ry disoours • - is y not hold t~ue in eon-

n ctiou 1th proper nar.i.e , and addr esses. The f irs t line of 
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TABLE III 

The Most Used Two Letter Combinations 
Beginning with Space and Ending with Spaoe 

-~~ 

(Space is counted as a letter by Rowel?) 

Rank in Fre
quency of use 

l 
2 
3 
4 

i 
z 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.5 
16 
17 
18 

Rank in Fre
quency of Use 

l 
2 
3 
4 

i 
i 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.5 

Beginniags with Space 
Number ot Words Contain

ing the Combination 

8.5 
31 
71 
60 

16~ 
44 
10 
4.5 
.56 
58 
76 
42 
2; 
26 
40 
60 

-21:._ 
919 

Endings with Space 
Number of Words Contain

ing the Combination 

186 
133 
107 

82 
92 
76 
11 
9.5 

l 
38 

7 
.5 
1 

73 
..li.. 
932 

17 Rowe,~- cit., pp. 152, 153. 

* Including capital I· 

Letter, Includ
ing Space 

a 
i* 
t 
w 
0 
s 
h 
y 
b 
m 
f 
C 
d 
u 
g 
1 
p 
r 

Letter, Includ
ing Space 

e 
t 
d 
r 
s 
n 
0 
y 
i 
1 
r 
a 
u 
g 
h 
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the .material tests this shifting process of making capital 

_!. while writing the word lli• From the ending 2_, the fingers 

play back to the capital~ shift again , thus going through 

the actual motions of practi cal writing. The rest of the 

lines of the test were made in a similar manner . 

The capital letter to the right of each line of the 

test designates the hand used with the shift . No penalty 

was made for length of lines , number of lines or vertical 

spacing . I n addition to the instruction on how to use the 

shi ft keys, the students ~ere told merely to copy the exer

cise and to stop at the end of the line when the bell rang . 

The reason for .making a simple test is that it must fit stu

dents of approximately five hours training eaoh, and yet it 

must test the manipulation of the keyboard, that is, striking 

the keys with the proper :fingers and the.shifting process . 

Revi ew of Related Studies 

No similar studies can be found but some related studies 

are reviewed here . 

A study .made i n 1922 entitled The J ohn Hopkins Universit;£ 

Studies i n Educati on, Number 7, by Roy Edward Hoke, had for 

i ts purpose to deter.mine the frequencies of the various let

ters of the alphabet during ordinary writing and to find out 

the abilities of the f i ngers . 18 Hoke attempted to discover 

this by conducting an experiment of tapping tests . The words 

18 R. E . Hoke, 11The Improvement of Speed and oouracy 
in Typewriti ng , 11 Studies in Education , Number 7, J ohn Hopkins 
University Press , 1922 , pp . 3-5. 



used were the one thousand most used words from The Ayres 

Spelling Scale .19 As a result of the study, he proposed a I 

keyboard which was intended to equalize the loads of the 

various fingers to their ability to do the work. 

In 1929, Edwin Riemer of New York University wrote a 

thesis entitled/};. Revised Keyboard 1.9.!. ~ Typewriter.20 1 

His purpose was practically the same as Hoke's . However, 

he studied a larger and more representative group of words. 

He also used tapping tests to determine the ability of the 

fingers, and as a result of the study, devised a keyboard. 

He placed the most used letters in the .middle of the key

board for the first and second fingers; thus reducing con

siderably the loads of the third and fourth fingers. 

!n_ Experimental Study£!_ Progress in Typewriting,21 by 

R. L. C. Butsch was made at the University of Chicago in 1927. 

Be measured the time of the key stroke , space bar , capital 

shift, and carriage throw by means of a tape moving through 

the typewriter a t a uniform rate . 

Dvorak and Deeley patented a typewriter keyboard in 

1932, the result of a study in which they made use of the ex

periment and research of others and combined with their own •. 

l9 L. P. yres, "The Spelling Vocabularies of Personal 
and Business Letters," New York: Russell Sage Foundation ; 
l.921 . 

20 
Edwin Riemer , !i Revised Keyboard .f.Q.r. ~ Typewriter, 

Unpublished Master' s Thesis, New York University, 1929. 

21 R. L. c. Butsch,~ Experimental Study .Q!. Progress !a. 
Typewriting, Unpublished Masterfs Thesis, University of Chicago, 
1927. 
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Their principal objective as to perfect the rhythm22 of 

typewriting so that there is a steady working co-ordination 

of both left and right fingers . They arranged the keys so 

as to accomplish this rhythm • . They assert that this better 

rhythm increases speed and decreases errors. Several ex

periments with their keyboard bears out this fact •. 23 With 

the assistance of Merrick and Ford, and others, and a do

nation of several thousand dollars from the Carnegie Foun

dation for the Advancement of Teaohing,24 an extensive pro

gram of experiment a tion was carried on to test methods of 

teaching typewri ting. The experimentation with Dvorak

Dealey keyboard was included in this program. A book,~

writing Behavior is a product of this 1ork. 

22 Dvorak, August, "Developing Rhythm in Typewriting,n 
~Journal.Qt. Business Education, February, 193.5, p. 3-.5. 

23 Dwight Davis, "An Evaluation of the Simplified Type
writer Keyboard Through an Analysis of Student Typewriting 
Errors on the Universal and the Dvorak-Dealey Simplified Key
board," Journal £! Business Education, May, June, September, 
October, 193.5, (reprint), pp. 5-12. 

24 Dvorak , .Q.Q• ill•, p. 3. 



CHAPTER II 

FINDINGS AND I NTERPRETATIONS 

Each of the twenty students included in this experiment 

received approximately five hours of training under the direc

tion of the investigator, after which they wrote two identi

cal test copies on a typewriter e quipped with both the thumb 

and the finger shifts . An alternating procedure was used in 

that one student used the finger shift in the first test and 

the next student used the thumb shift in the first test. 

Eleven students used the thumb shift first when writing the 

test copy and nine students used the finger test first. 

Table I, of the Appendix, shows the number of the stu

dent, gross strokes, misses or errors, net strokes, net strokes 

per minute, and difference in net strokes per minute for each 

student. For example, this t able shows that student number 

one typed 1,071 strokes or gross strokes while using the thUClb 

shift, when he had finished the first test copy . He made 

thirty-seven misses or errors which are deducted from the 

gross strokes to get the net strokes, or 1,034. The net 

strokes were divided by the time which he required to fin-

ish the test, to obtain net strokes per minute which in this 

case amounted to 60 .• 8. There is a difference of 6 • .5 net 

strokes per minute in favor of the thumb shift procedure 

over the finger shift procedure . Some variation in the total 

num~er of gross strokes made by the different students is 

caused by slight variations in the length of the lines made 

when the test copy was typed during each of the two tests. 
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Chart I on the following page gives a graphical repre

sentation of the results in net strokes per minute of all stu

dents, with boys and girls shown i ndividually. The means are 

shown t the top of the chart. The broken lines i ndicate the 

strokes .made while using the thumb for shifting and are a!rang

ed in order from the highest score (represented by the longest 

broken line) t_o the lowest score (represented by the shortest 

broken line). The oontinuous lines indica te strokes .made 

while using the little finger for shifting . These horizontal 

lines arel scaled one stroke to each two strokes made by the 

students on the tests . The oase numbers of the students are 

given i n the le:f't hand column of the chart. The students, 

whose ease numbers are Wlderlined, first took the test using 

the thumb for shifting and repeated the test using the finger 

for shifting .. The remaining students first took the test us

ing the finger shift and then repeated the same test copy 

using the thumb shift . 
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C T I. Test Results in Net Strokes Per Minute of the Twenty 

Students, Ranked According to Results of t he Thumb Shift 
Means 

Total 

Girls* 

Case No . 

14 

9* 

12 

18* 

8* 

7* 

6 

12.* 
11* 

.!2.* 
16* 

ll* 
2. 

1. 
20* 

2 

.5 

ll 

! 

ll 

0 
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----------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ,,_ ____ i---

----------~----------------------------------
----------~----~---------~----~----~--------- -
----------~----~---------~--------- ----~----
-------~--~--~-~----~----~---------~----~---
~-~----~------~----------~---------~----~~ 
-----~----~-----------------------------
-----~-----------~----------~-~~---~---
·----~----~------------------------~---
-----~----~--------------~---------~ 
------i.-.----~----- ---- -~---- 1,,19---- ~-.---

-...----~----... ---------·j,1-.-------·--..--
~----~------------~-~--------~---
-----~----~---------~---------~ 
-----~--------------~---------
-----~----~---------~---------
~----~---------~----~---------
----------~----~----~----~---
---- ... ----------i-------·----;,..·---
----------1----------------~--
----------~---------------

5 10 l.5 20 2.5 30 3.5 40 4.5 .50 
N e t S t r o k e s P e r M 1 n u t e 

-------- Representa ,strokes when using t humb . 
~-------- Represents strokes ;hon using finger . 

*Girls who took the test. 
Cases , whose numbers are underlined, took the thumb test 
before t he finger test; others took the finger test first . 
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I t might be argued that the students who too~ the test 

using the thumb shift first would benefit by the practice of 

the shifting procedure , and thus might make better scores on 

the second t est which immediately followed a.r:i.d in which the 

finger shift was ussd . I n only five cases, numbers ten, thir

teen, three, four , and seventeen were there test differences 

in favor of the finger shift. N'o appreciable differences are 

observed i n these scores except in ca es number thirteen, four , 

and seve teen . The scores of the remaining cases , numbers 

t, el ve , eighteen, eight , fifteen , one, and nineteen, are equal 

or better for the thumb shift procedure rather than for the 

f'inger shift procedure . All nine studento who first took the 

test by using the finger shift made better scores with the 

thumb shift , except number twenty, whose achievement was the 

same i n both tests . 

I n the case of five student s , case numbers seventeen, 

four , three , thirteen , and ten , did the test results with the 

finger shift exceed the test results with the thu.m.b shift by 

one or more strokes . Not muah difference is shown in any of 

t hese except in cases number thirteen , four, and seventeen . 

The seven fastest operators ma.de better scores when using the 

thumb for shifting than when using the finger for shifting. 

The score of s tudent number eight is slightly more as shown 

by Table I i n the ppendix . i ght out of ten girls who took 

the tests , made scores on the test with the thumb shift which 

~ere equal to , or better than , scores made on the test ·iith 

tho :finger shift . 
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The means i n net strokes per .minute of the girls, boys, 

and both groups combined , are shown in the following t able . 

TABLE IV 

The ritrunetical Means and Differences in Strokes er 
Minute for Girls , Boys , and All Students as a Group 

On Tests Usi ng the Thumb and Finger Shifts 

Thumb Finger Difference 

Girls 7.5 • .50 68 . 76 6. 74 

Boys 67 . 26 65 . 00 2. 26 

All 71 . 40 . 66 . 90 4 . 50 

For all students the ari tlwetical mean:.., of the test 

soores with the thumb shift exceeded the test scores with the 

finger shift by 4.5 net strokes per minute or about seven per 

cent of the finger strokes . The thwnb shift procedure of the 

girls exceeded the f i nger shift procedure by 6. 74. The dif

fere ce of the boys in favor of the thumb shift was 2 . 26 . 

The significance of these results is explained later with re

lation to the statistical data . 

The data in Table V are treated statistically as ex

plained by MoCall . l Only two variables are dealt ~ith in 

this experiment, that is EF1 (first experimental factor or 

the net strokes per minute o bt.ained when using the thumb 

shift) and EF2 (second experi ental factor or the net strokes 

per minute obtained when using the finger shift) . An effort 
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TABLE V. Statistical Computation of EF1 and EF2 
i n Strokes Per Minute2 

EF1 ( Thumb ) EF2 (Finger} 

EF1 X x2 EF2 X x2 

60 . 8 10 . 2 104.04 63 .1 2 • .5 6. 2.5 
59 .8 11 .2 12.5 .44 53 . 3 12.3 1.51 . 29 
62 . 1 8. 9 79.21 63 . 9 1.7 2. 89 
.54.1 16 . 9 285 . 61 6, . 6 o.o o .. oo 
.si.1 13.9 193 . 21 53 . 9 11 . 7 136 . 89 
7 . 8 z·a 60.84 71 . 6 6.o 36. 00 
i9 .6 . 6 73.96 63 .4 2 . 2 4.84 

4 . 2 13.2 174 . 24 84 . 1 18 • .5 342 . 25 
93.2 22 . 2 492 . 84 88 . 4 22 . 8 .519 .84 
78.0 7.0 49 .00 81 .0 1,5 . 4 237 .16 
72 . 3 1.3 1. 69 .50 . 0 1.5 . 6 243 . ~6 
91.6 20 . 6 424 . 36 87.3 21 . 7 470 . 9 
64 . l 6. 9 47.61 73 .. 7 8.1 6.5 . 61 

101 .. 0 30 .. 0 900.00 80 . 3 14 . 7 216 .09 
71.0 o.o o.oo 70 . 2 · 4. 6 21.16 
64.3 6. 7 44 .. 89 47 . 0 18 . 6 34.5 .§6 
.51 . 6 19.4 376.36 67 .8 2.2 4. 4 
87 .3 16.3 26.5.69 70 . 3 4. 7 22 . 09 
.5.5 . 7 1.5 . 3 234 . 09 4,5 . 0 20 . 6 424 .,36 
60 . 8 10 . 2 104.04 .59 . 6 6.o 36 . 00 

M1:!/l . 4 sxg3993 .02 M2.:: 66 . 9 s:x:2::3287.77 
AM: 71.0 AM =.il:i 

C : . 4 
SD =1:993 . 02 -

C :: l .. 3 
SD : ~287 . 77 - (l.3) 2 (.4)2 

'V 20 20 

SD :14 . 12 SD :12.75 

SDM1.14 . 12 
..J 20 

.3. 2 SDM2:12.65 v2 :: 2. 9 
f 

wru:nary 

.u.O EF1 EF~ D SI:UJ 
71 . 4 66. 4.5 "\) (3. 2)2 f (2.9)2= 4.2 

4. 25 2.78 X 4 . 2,5 

Moaning of Symbols: 
Ml arithmetical mean of EF1 ( xperimental Factor) 
M2 arithmetical mean 01' EF2 
SD stan ard deviation of the EF's 

DM standard deviation of the mean 
SDD standard deviation of the difference of the means 

c experimental coefficient 
AM assumed mean 
S stu ent number 

2 \iillia..'11 A. McCall, How !.Q_ Experiment in Education, The 
MacMillan Company, 1926, p. 140 . 

= .38 
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has been made to equalize or keep constant all other factors . 

The standard deviations of the EF ' s, means , and differences 

are eomputed and shown in Table V. The EC (experimental 

coefficient) is also comp uted . 

The symbol xis the traditional symbol for deviation . 

Thus the x for Student number two is 11 . 2 because his EF1 of 

.59 .8 deviates or differs from the " ( ass ed mean, thich i.s 

arbitrary can be any number ) of seventy-one by 11.2 points . 

The column labeled 0 x2° is found by squaring all the x 's. 

Sx2 is the sum of all the x2 column . I n the left half of 

Table V, the sx2 is 3993 . 02 . The SD means standard deviation 

and is one of the several conventional neasures of variability. 

I .ts computation is shown in Table V. 'fhe SD of EF1 is 14.12. 

This mean that 68 . 26 per cent of all the EF ' s will fall be

t ween 1 - 14 .12 an [1 I- 14.12 or between 57 . 28 and 85 • .52 

·when plotted on a normal distribution curve . 

i'he SDM , standard deviation of the .mean or standard 

error of the mean, and the SDD, standard deviation of the 

difference or standard error of the difference, are measures 

of reliability respectively of t he mean (M) and difference 

(D}. One SD or one sigma on either side of the mean i ncludes 

68 . 26 per cent of the area of a normal curve of distribution. 

The SD or sigma of the scores for EF1 is 14. 12, thus 68 . 26 

per cent of all successive means for similar groups of stu

dents, who are selected at random from a large group , have a 

1 McCall, .2.12.• .£..!!•, pp . 15,·140. 
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two to one chance of falling between 71.4 minus 14.12 and 

71.4 plus 14. 12 or between 57 ~28 and 85 • .52. But the SD of 

EF1 of 14. 12 is not reliable since the chances are only two 

to one that the means will recur between 57 . 28 and 85 .52. 

To be highly reliable, ,99 . 73 per cent of all the scores should 

fall between llm.itn set by plus or nus 3SD. Thus, the 

chances are about 36.5 to one that the possible sooros made 

by successive groups of students, chosen at random on the 

same tests> would occur between 71 ._4 minus 42 .• ;6 and 71 . 4 

plus 42 . 36 , or between 29. 04 and 100 .44 . This variation of 

scores is above zero and within the upper 11.mit of the· ob

served scores in the distribution of scores on the tests for 

EF1• 

The SD of E]'2 is 12 •. 75 . Then 3SD is 38 . 2.5 . The varia

tion of the scores from the mean for 3SD is 66. 9 minus 38 . 25 

and 66 .9 plus 38.25. or a total variation of 28 . 65 to 105.15. 

This shows that the sooi·es will probably 0-ontinue to occur 

above zero for similar groups of students . 

The SDM of EF1 is 3 . 2 . Then to test reliability 3SD 

is 9. 6. Thus, the limits of variation become 71 . 4 minus 9.6 

and 71. 4 plus 9. 6, or 61. 8 and 81. 0 . These are reliable 

limits because they fall within the sigma limits of the scores 

57 . 28 to 8.5 . ;2 . To state the test of reliability dit'f'erently, 

the SD of 14.12 divided by the SDM of 3 . 2 is more than three . 

As to the reliability of the mean of EF2, the SD is 

12.7.5 and the SDM is 2 . 9 . To test the reliability of the 
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.mean, the SD of 12 . 7.5 is divided by the SDM of 2 . 5) which 

gives a quotient of 4.4, which is more than three. There

foro, the mean is reliable. 

In like manner, it is shown that SDD, standard devia

tion of the difference, is an index of reliability. It rep

resents the reliability of the difference of the means . The 

difference of the means of the EF1 and the EF2 is 4 , 5 and 

the SPD is 4 . 2,5. This difference does not show a high relia

bility statistically because the difference in only 1.,06 times 

the SDD. To be highly reliable the D must be 3 times the SDD. 

To have chances of ninety-nine to one that a difference will 

occur in favor of the thumb shift for similar groups of stu

dents,. the D must be 2 • .58 times the SDD, which is considered 

a reliable figure by Holzinger . 2 However, a difference of 

nothing to nine in favor of the thumb shift bas a chance of 

about 2 • .5 to one of recur ... ing for similar groups of students . 

The EC (Experimental coefficient} has been devised by MoCall3 

to i nterpret the SDD . McCall interprets this coefficient as 

follows: 

Whenever the EC is less than l . O,. the experimenter 
should state that one of his EF's is probably .more effec
tive than the other. The less the EC beooraes, the more 
wary the experimenter should be . This does not mean 
that the experimenter 1s justified in advising practical 

2 Karl J . Holzinger, Statistical Methods for Students 
!a, Education, Ginn and Company, 1928, pp. 235-7.-

3 McCall, .Q.E. • _m. , p . 1.56. 
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action on the basis of his experiment only when the 
EC is 1.0 or above . So long as the EC ls above zero, 
the true D .more probably lies in the direction of the 
obtained D than in the opposite direction •. 

The statistieal treatment of data is valid only to the 

extent that there has been a genuine random sampling repre

sentative of a large gr-oup . Chart I shows that there is good 

distribution of scores . They range from forty-five to 101 

strokes per minute . This seems to i.ndic te on the basis of 

this factor that there was a random sampling of oases . 

summary of the statistical data for the girls and 

boys separately, and for both combined, is shown in Table VI . 

ean 
SD 
SUI 
SDD 
EC 

Mean 
SD 
s ! 
SDD 
EC 

Mean 
D 

SD 
SDD 
EC 

TABLE VI 

Summary of the Statistical Data in Net Strokes 
Per inute for Girls and Boys Separately, and 

For Both Groups Combined 

EF1 (Th b) EF2 (Finger) Difference 

Girls 

75 .50 68.76 6.74 
J.0.2.5 J.3.16 

3 . 20 4 .10 
.5 .• 20 

. 47 

Bo . s 

67 . 26 6.5 .00 2 io 26 
16 . 2.5 12.04 

.5 . 10 3. 80 
6. 36 
.13 

All 

71 . 40 66 . 90 4 • .50 
14.12 12.75 

3 . 20 2.85 
4. 2.5 

. 38 
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As shown in Table I V, the thwnb shiftine re2ults or 

the EF1 for the girls was the highest . The mean of the EF1 

is 75.5 and the mean of the 2 i s 68 . 76, making a differ

ence of 6. 74 . The SD.[ ' s of both : F1 and EF2 are reliable 

because the D of each is more than three times the SD .. As 

to the di fference , the D divided by the SDD is 1 . ;, or 6.74 

divided by .5 . 20 is 1. 3 which is not a reliable fig ure sta

tistic lly because it indicates only a four to one chance 

that a difference of zero to 13 . 48 will recur in favor of 

the thumb shift for similar groups of students . The EC is 

. 47 and according to McCall ' s technique of interpretation 

of the reliability of the difference , there is a chance of 

about nine to one tha t the true difference is above zero and 

i n favor of the thumb shift . 

The results for the boys show a difference of 2 . 26 of 

the thwnb shift procedure over the finger shift procedure .. 

The SDMts of both the E 1 and the EF2 are reliable bee u e 

the SD of each is mor e than three times the oillJI . However , 

the di fference does not show reliability . The D divided by 

SDD is . 36 which shows by the probability curve that there is 

a two to one chance against a difference of - 4 . 10 to f 8. 62 

recurring in favor of the thumb shift . The EC i s . 13 , whioh 

indicates according to McCall that the true difference in 

favor of the thumb shift has a two to one chance or its being 

above zero .4 MoCall states that so long as the EC is above 

4 McCall, .Q:Q. • .Qil. , p . 156 . 
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zero, the true D more probably lies in the irection of the 

obtained D than in the opposite direction. Thi s dift'erence 

is not reliable statistically because the difference is not 

three times the SDD,. Howevert 4.,50 divided by 4 . 2.5 is 1 . 06, 

which i ndicates that a difference of zero to nine for the 

thumb shift, has a ohance of 2 • .5 to one of recurring if this 

experiment were repeat,ed an indefinite number of times with 

similar groups of students . The EC is .38 which indicates 

according to McCall that the true difference i n favor of the 

thumb shift has a four to one chance of its being above zero. 

These differences are not statistically conclusive as 

measured by the normal distribution curve or as measured by 

McCall's experimental coefficient . To be conclusive, the 

difference must have a chance of ninety- nine to one, or D 

divided by SDD must be at least 2.58 , according to Holzinger • .5 

To be highly reliable, the differ.enoe must be three or more 

times sigma . Three sigma or 3SDD gives a chance of about 

365 to one that a difference in favor of the obtained differ

ence will recur for similar groups of students. 

Summary. Of the eleven students who took the thumb 

test first t only five made better scores with the finger test 

than with the thumb test . No appreciable difference is shown 

i n these except cases, number thirteen, four, and seventeen. 

All nine students who took the test first with the finger 

5 Karl J . Holzinger, Sta tistical Methods m, Students 
1g Education, p . 236 . 
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.made a better score with the thumb, except one whose achieve

ment in both tests was equal . The finger results exceeded 

the thum.b results by one or more net strokes per minute in 

only five cases . 

The differences of the means are shown for all students 

and for boys and girls separately . The difference of the 

means for the girls was 6. 74 net strokes per minute . The re

liability or D divided by SDD is 1.3, indicating that the 

chances ar four to one that a difference of zero to 13 .48 

in favor of the thumb shift will recur if this experiment were 

repeated on similar groups of students . The EG is . 47, which 

accordin, to McCall neans that the true difference has a 

oho.nee of nine to one of its being above zero. 

The differences of the means i n favor of the thumb shift 

for the boys is 2 . 26 . This is not a reliable difference be

cause D divided by SDD is only . 36, which means that there is 
, 

a two to one chance againnt a difference of -4 . 10 to ,'8.62 

recuxring in favor of the thumb shift . The EC is .. 1; and 

is interpreted by McCall to i ndicate that the true difference 

for the thumb shift has a two to one chance of its being 

above zero . 

The differences of the .means for all students combined 

vas 4 • .5 net strokes per minute . This is not a reliable dif

ference statistically because the D divided by the SDD is 

not three. Four and fifty one-hundredths divided by 4.25 

is l . 06 1; hich ives a chance of 2 • .5 to one that a diff'orenoe 

of zero to nine will recur for similar groups of students . 
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The EC is . 38 and is interpreted by McCall to indicate a 

chance of four to one that the true difference i n favor of 

the thumb shift is above zero. 

Al though the thumb shift procedure res ul te.d in more 

rapid s troking by a s.rnall amount than the finger shift pro

cedure s shovm by Chart I, the difference for the girls , 

boys, and both combined are inconclusive statistically. 

This is probably due to the fao·t that there were not enough 

cases to show u roli ble figure when each difference was di

vided by the sigma of the difference, or when D was divided 

by SDD, the result was not large enough to make three. The 

girls showed more success with the fin er shift than the boys . 



CHAPTER III 

SUMMA.HY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Little or no work see.ms to have been done toward uti

lizing the thumb for shifting . Hoke placed the thumb shift 

in a center position between the right and le.ft banks of keys, 

but he did not determine by experiment, ~hether this was a 

convenient place so that the shift could be used successfully. 

The small fingers are also overworked . The left little fin

ger has a heavier load than the right because of having to 

strike more letters than the right finger . The thumb is strong 

and active, and is capable of operating the shift; thus, re

lieving the little f i ngers of this work . For these reasons, 

a thumb shift was constructed and placed on a typewriter in a 

middle position below and .midway between the ends of the space 

bar . 

Twenty high school students who volunteered to practice 

approximately two weeks each, outside the regular school ses

sion, took the test . They were beginning students and were 

taught on ordinary typevriters and under the direction of the 

investigator . They did not practice shifting. The practice 

was begun by learning the position of the letters and the 

proper letter- stroking technique of the keys~ The latter 

part of the training was for the purpose of learning to write 

the tent copy which contained no capital letters; however , 

the test copy that the students ,rote for the purpose of this 

experiment contained capital letters . After the two- weeks 

oourse was :fini shed , each student took the test on the shifts . 
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The copy was written twioe by each student; once usi ng the 

thlllilb for shifting and once using the finger for shifting . 

The procedure as alternated so that one tudent wrote the 

finger teot first and the next student wrote tlle thumb test 

first . ach 0 tudent was t i ed t o deter ne how many minutes 

1as requi red to write the ent~re test coy and the tine was 

recorded on the sheet . lhc test papera wore check d by a 

definite list of rules and the results w roe tabulated . To 

get net Gtrokcs the sses or errors wer<::: deducted :rro10. the 

gross strokes and to get net strokes per .minute , the net 

strokeo \JCre divided by the tira.e requi1·ed to write the test 

copy . The f i nal results of thin experiment were conputed 

from the net strokon per ·nute . 

The test coy used in this experi ent was de from 

Rowe ' s t rn - l e tter corJ.bina tions end.inc with space and two

lett e r co binations beginni ng with s pace . Space is counted 

as a l etter by Rowe . The first m:rd of the test was begun 

with the highest frequency beginning and was ended vii th the 

highest :rrcquency ending . Each rnrd was begun with a capi

tal . This was arranged so as to test the student ' s ability 

to oper te the shi fts . The second ord was made of the sec

ond hi ghest frequency beginnine and highest frequency ending , 

and e ch succeeding word was made in a si.oilar manner . 

The mean for the girls vas 75 .50 net strokes per minute 

for thumb shifting an 68 . 76 for finger shifting, tlaking a 

difference o 6. 74 net strokes per minute i n favor of the 

thumb shi f t . The di fference divided by sigma of the differ 

ence was 1 . ; , which means that the chances are four to one 
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that a difference of zero to 13 . 48 would probably recur if 

this experiment were repeated an indefinite number of times 

for similar groups of students . The chances are f'our to one 

that a difference fro.a! zero to 13 . 49 would be in favor of the 

thumb shift. The EC is . 47 which according to McCall means 

that the true difference h · a chance of nine to one of its 

being above zero. 

The mean for the boys for thumb shifting was 67 . 26 net 

stroke per .minute and for finger shifting, 65 . 00, making a 

difference of 2 . 26 net strokes per minute in favor of the 

thumb shift . According to the noro.al probability curve , the 

chance s are t wo to one againct tho thumb shift procedure that 

a difference of - 4 . 10 to ,<8 . 62 will recur . The EG is . 13 and 

is interpre ted by McCall to indica te that the true difference 

for the thumb shift ha~ a t wo to one chance of its being above 

zero . McCall states that so long as the EC is above zero, th~ 

true difference more probably lies in the direction of the ob

tained difference than in the opposite direction . 

For t ... c boys and girls combined , the t humb shift mean 

1as 71 . 4 and the finger shift mean was 66 . 9, maki ng a differ

ence of 4 . 5 net strokes per minute i n f avor of t he thumb shift . 

This i s not a reliable difference statistically because the 

difference divide byte sigma of the difference is not as 

much as three . But the chances are 2.5 to one that a di~fer

ence of zero to nine will recur for similar groups of students . 

The .!!iC of . 38 is interpreted by McCall to indicate a chance 

of four to one that the true difference in favor of the thumb 

shift is above zer o. 
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this experiment indica tes that the t hU!llb shift resulted !"~~ ) · ~ 

a slightly f aster stroking by 4. , net strokes per minute than 

the finger shift . This is probably due to tlle f'aot that there 

were not enough canes to show a reliable figure when the dif

ference was divided by the s i {;ma of the difference, or when 

D was divided by SDD, the result was not large enough t o make 

three . The seven fastest student s made more net words per 

minute when using the thumb shift thun when using the finger 

shift . The difference for the irls i n f avor of t he thumb 

shift was l arger than that of the boys ; thus i ndicating that 

t hey had bet ter success with the thumb shi f t than the boys . 

Further study of the thumb shift seems justi f i able . 
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PLATE I. Test Copy 

R. Ale Ale Ale Ale Ale Ale Ale Ale J\.le Ale .1. le Ale Ale Ale Ale 

L. It It It It It It It It It It It It It I t It It It It It It 

R. Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid Tid 

R. ir Wir Wir lir Wir Wir Wir Wir Wir Wir fir Wir Wir Wir Wir 

L. Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os Os 

R. Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn Sn 

L. Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho 

L. Ye Ya Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye 

L. Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki Ki 

L. ul ul Mul ul Mul Mul Mul Mul Mul Mul Mul ~ul Mul :Mul :Mul 

R. Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif Fif 

R. Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Ou Cu Cu Cu Cu 

R. De De De De De De De De De De De De De De De De De De De De 

L. Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag Nag 

R. Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh Gh 

L. La La La. La La La La La L.a La La La La La La La La La La La 

L. Per Per Per Par Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per 

R. Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey Rey 



PLATE II. RULES THAT WERE USED FOR CHECKI NG TH '"" 
TEST PAI'E S OF BE TWENTY STUD NTS 

These rules are concerned only with letters and spaces . 
No attempt was mude at having the students set up the work 
on the page, which was not essential to the study . 

ONE MISS IF: 

(1) There i s more than one space between words or failure 
to make space when there should be one . 

(2) Two letters ar transposed. Two misses if trans
position is at the beginning of word and word is not begun 
with a capital lettor . If two letters at the beginning of a 
iord are transposed, but the first one is begun with a cap
ital letter, only one .roisu is cotu1ted . 

(3) A double impre~sion of tho letter is made being caused 
by improper shifting or showing part of the upper case and 
part of the lower case letter . 

(4) There is space between letters in word. 

(5) There is a strikeover . 

(6) An extra letter or other character is i nserted where 
it should not be . 

(?) There is a capita l letter an.y place except at the begin
ning of' the word. 

10 I SS IF : 

(8) All letters re i n the same order of sequence as in test 
copy Plate I; e ach word is begun with a capital letter , only 
one space bet;,,een wor s an no space between letters in words . 

(9) Most of the letter oan bo seen so tha t it would not be 
mistaken for another letter . 

(10) Letters are in proper sequence but one letter is omitted 
at the beginning or end of the word , and there is only space 
left after or before the word . 

Not .more than one error i s charged to a single stroke . 

The net words per minute were figured as .follo ·rn : The .misses 
were deducted from the gross strokes to get the net strokes . 
The net strokes were divided by the time to get net strokes 
per minute . The strokes and misses on each test were counted 
and totaled on each sheet and were then tabulated. See Table I 
i n the Appendix. 




